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Abstract: A special type of Streptococcus mutans expressing collagen-binding proteins (CBPs), Cnm,
and Cbm, on the cell surface has been shown to be highly pathogenic. It is believed that S. mutans
with CBPs that has entered the blood vessel attaches to collagen molecules exposed from the damaged
blood vessel, inhibiting aggregation by platelets and increasing bleeding. Therefore, it is crucial to
understand the molecular characteristic features of CBPs to protect against and cure S. mutans-related
diseases. In this work, we highlighted the Cbm/collagen-binding domain (CBD) and examined
its binding ability and thermal stability using its domain/region exchange variants in more detail.
The CBD comprises the N1-domain, a linker, N2-domain, and a latch (N1–N2~), where the latch
interacts with the N1-domain to form a β-sheet. The collagen-binding activity of the Cbm/CBD
domain/region exchange variants was investigated using ELISA. Binding assays demonstrated
that the N-domain_linker_N-domain composition is necessary for collagen binding as previously
reported, newly that the latch is involved in binding through the β-sheet with the N1-domain when
the N1-domain is present at the N-terminal position, and that the N2-domain is particularly important
for collagen binding at both the N- and C-terminal positions. Thermal denaturation experiments
newly revealed that the linker and latch bound to the N-domain contribute to N-domain stabilization
but have no effect on the N-domain_linker_N-domain molecule, which contains two N-domains. It
has also been shown that the N-terminal N2-domain destabilizes the N-domain_linker_N-domain
structure. The results of this study will contribute to the rapid detection of CBP, development of CBP-
targeted therapies, and application of CBPs to protein engineering using their collagen-binding ability.

Keywords: collagen-binding protein; Cbm; collagen-binding domain; Streptococcus mutans; ELISA;
stability

1. Introduction

Streptococcus mutans is a bacterium that lives in the human oral cavity and is a signifi-
cant contributor to tooth decay [1–4]. Oral bacteria frequently enter blood vessels through
bleeding from dental procedures, such as tooth extraction, scaling, or brushing [5–7], but
are often eliminated by the immune system. It has long been known that oral bacteria that
invade the blood vessels and evade the immune system can produce bacteremia [8–11].
Infective endocarditis may develop from bacteremia in patients with underlying cardiac
disease [8,12,13]. Infective endocarditis is not a disease with a high incidence; however,
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when it does occur, it is known to form platelets, fibrin, and bacterial masses called verrucae
in the valve leaflets and endocardium, causing many complications. Thus, it is associated
with a high mortality rate [8,14,15]. Streptococcus oralis is a known causative agent of infec-
tive endocarditis and is frequently detected in the heart valves and blood of patients with
infective endocarditis. Among the oral Streptococcus species, S. sanguinis and S. mitis are
the most common causes of subacute infective endocarditis, followed by S. mutans [16–18].
Although S. mutans has long been known as a causative agent of infective endocarditis, the
details of its pathogenesis are not well understood [19,20].

Recently, PCR analysis revealed that more than 80% of heart valves diagnosed with
infective endocarditis and removed were positive for S. mutans, and most of them tested
positive for collagen-binding genes [21]. In cerebral hemorrhage, a known complication of
infective endocarditis, collagen-binding protein (CBP)-positive S. mutans was detected in
the dental plaques of patients during or after treatment for cerebral hemorrhage at a rate of
approximately 40%. The presence of this organism in the oral cavity is thought to increase
the risk of cerebral hemorrhage by approximately four times [22]. In addition, the effects
of CBP-positive S. mutans on systemic diseases (such as ulcerative colitis, nonalcoholic
steatohepatitis, and IgA nephropathy) have been reported [23]. Thus, specific S. mutans
strains expressing CBPs are highly pathogenic. Moreover, CBP-positive S. mutans can
adhere to type I collagen and vascular endothelial cells, which are major components of
the heart; however, strains in which the gene encoding the collagen-binding domain (CBD)
of CBP-positive S. mutans has been inactivated have been found to be unable to adhere to
collagen and vascular endothelial cells [24]. Therefore, CBP-positive S. mutans is believed to
adhere to exposed collagen molecules and vascular endothelial cells at the site of vascular
injury through the binding ability of CBPs, thereby preventing aggregation by platelets and
thus inhibiting hemostasis. This indicates the potential for the development of preventive
and therapeutic methods against CBPs. To this end, it is important to understand the
molecular properties of CBPs, especially the CBD, which has collagen-binding ability.

Cbm is a 57 kDa CBP expressed on the surface of S. mutans [25–27]. Cbm has high
sequence homology to Cna, a CBP isolated from S. aureus; Ace, a CBP isolated from
Enterococcus faecalis; and Cnm, a CBP isolated from S. mutans and Cbm [28–32]. A CBP
is composed of a CBD, a B-repeat region, and a cell wall adhesion motif. The B-repeat
region consists of two TTTE(K/A)P repeats and 19 TTTE(A/S/T)P repeats. Its role is
speculated to be an axis for anchoring the CBD to the cell surface, extending and retracting
from the cell wall, and supporting binding; however, its detailed function has not yet been
elucidated [31,33]. The LPXTG motif plays a role in the presentation and immobilization
of CBPs on the cell surface [34,35]. The CBD, with a molecular weight of 32 kDa, is the
main collagen-binding region and consists of four regions on the N-terminal side: the
N1-domain, linker, N2-domain, and latch [36]. In this study, we focused on the CBD of
Cbm (Cbm/CBD), especially the constituent regions, the N1-domain, linker, N2-domain,
and latch. The N1-domain, linker, N2-domain, and latch are denoted N1, –, N2, and ~,
respectively. Thus, the full length of the CBD is N1–N2~.

Recently, we determined the crystal structure of the CBD in Cnm (Cnm/CBD) and
presented a model structure for Cbm/CBD, as shown in Figure 1 [37]. N1_linker_N2 has
a cyclic conformation to entrap collagen molecules, and the latch interworks with the β-
strands of N1 to form the β-sheet structure. N1 and N2 possess analogous immunoglobulin
folds [38,39]. The Cbm/CBD model structure was found to be similar to that of Cna/CBD
in the Cna/CBD–synthetic collagen peptide complex [28]. This result suggests that the con-
formation of Cbm/CBD is comparable to the collagen-binding conformation of Cna/CBD.
Therefore, it is likely that Cbm/CBD also binds to collagen by the Collagen Hug model
proposed for Cna/CBD and Ace/CBD [28,29,40,41]. The Collagen Hug model is defined
as follows: Y175 and F191 from the N2-domain form, stacking with Pro residues from
collagen, the linker connecting the N1- and N2-domains interacts with collagen, and finally
the latch on the C-terminal side of the N2-domain interacts with the N1-domain to form a
β-sheet, resulting in the binding between CBD and collagen.
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In the previous work, furthermore, several domain/region exchange variants of
Cbm/CBD were used to clarify the role of each region in collagen-binding activity and
stability [37]. A collagen-binding assay showed that N1–N2~ and the latch-deletion variant
(N1–N2) bound to collagen molecules with KD = 2.8 and 28 µM, but N1–N2 showed weaker
binding, indicating that the latch is not essential for binding to collagen, but it does enhance
binding [37]. The single-domain variants (N1 and N2) and linker-deleted variant (N1N2~)
had no binding ability. On the contrary, the domain-swapped variant (N2–N1~) showed
binding activity, implying that the two N-domains and the linker connecting them are
required for collagen binding. Thermal unfolding measurements represented that N1–N2~
was slightly more stable than N1–N2, indicating that the latch bound to the N1-domain
contributed to strengthening the overall structure of CBD, and that N2 was more stable
than N1 [37]. In this study, we further constructed domain/region exchange variants
and investigated the contribution of each region to the binding activity and stability in
more detail. The results of this work supply fundamental insights into the development
of CBP-targeted prophylaxis and therapy as well as the potential for a new approach to
protein engineering: domain/region exchange variants.

The newly constructed variants are as follows. Since Cbm/CBD is the sequence of
N1_linker_N2_latch (N1–N2~), to clarify the relationship between each N-domain and
linker/latch, N1– with N1_linker, –N2 with linker_N2, –N2~ with linker_N2_latch, and N2~
with N2_latch were designed. Each N-domain alone has no binding activity to collagen [20],
so these variants were measured for thermal stability. Previously, we constructed the latch-
deletion variant (N1–N2) and the domain-swapped variant (N2–N1~), and investigated
the relationship between the latch and two N-domains connected by the linker, so this time
we newly constructed N2–N1 with domain-swapped and latch-deleted variants, N1–N1~
and N2–N2~ with the two N-domains as the same N-domain, and N1–N1 and N2–N2
lacking the latch from them. Since the two N-domains connected by the linker (N1–N2~,
N1–N2 and N2–N1~) showed binding activity [37], the binding activity of these variants
was measured. Furthermore, the thermal stability of these variants was also investigated.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Expression and Purification

A pET-42a(+) vector with Cbm was previously constructed [22,42,43]. The cDNA
of Cbm/CBD was previously re-cloned into pET-28a(+), and the resultant vector was
used as a template to make the vectors for variant expression. The CBD and the variant
regions (residue numbers) are listed in Table 1. E. coli BL21-CodonPlus(DE3)-RIL was
transformed with the constructed plasmids. The E. coli organisms were grown at 37 ◦C
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up to OD600 = 0.5, and IPTG at a final concentration of 1 mM induced protein expression
and further culturing overnight at 18 ◦C. After the culturing, the cells were centrifuged
and the precipitates were suspended in 50 mM Tris-HCl buffer and then ultrasonicated
on ice. After centrifugation, the supernatants were subjected to a Ni-NTA affinity column
and 16/60 Superdex 200 column. The proteins of interest were purified to a single band on
SDS-PAGE.

Table 1. Residue numbers of CBD and the domain/region exchange variants of Cbm.

Variants Residue Numbers

Cbm/CBD (N1–N2~) a 31–330
N1 a 31–163
N1– 31–171
N2 a 172–320
–N2~ 164–330
N2~ 172–330
–N2 164–320
N1–N2 a 31–320
N2–N1~ a 172–320/164–171/31–163/321–330
N2–N1 172–320/164–171/31–163
N1–N1~ 31–171/31–163/321–330
N1–N1 31–171/31–163
N2–N2~ 172–320/164–330
N2–N2 172–320/164–320

a Previously constructed [37].

2.2. Collagen-Binding Assay

The collagen-binding activity was examined using ELISA, as described previously [37].
MaxiSorp plates (Nunc) were coated on each well with 1 µg of bovine dermis type I collagen
(Nippi) in PBS and left overnight at 4 ◦C. The wells were then covered with 2% bovine
serum albumin (BSA). After washing with 0.05% Tween in PBS, protein samples were
subjected to the wells and kept for three hours at 37 ◦C. The wells were then rinsed with
PBS-T and kept with anti-His-tag mAb-HRP-DirecT (MBL) diluted 1/10,000 with 0.1% BSA
in PBS-T for one hour at 37 ◦C. Peroxidase substrate (TMB) and peroxide solution (H2O2)
(Thermo SCIENTIFIC) were reacted for five minutes at room temperature as a chromogenic
substrate solution. After that, the reaction was stopped by a 50 µL/well of 2 M H2SO4.
After colorimetric reaction for 30 min, the absorption at 450 nm was measured. Binding
curves were fitting the data to the following equation using SigmaPlot:

y =
Bmax·x
KD + x

(1)

where y represents the measured absorption at 450 nm, Bmax represents the calculated
maximal amplitude of the curve, x denotes the protein concentration, and KD is the concen-
tration that provides one-half of the shift between maximum and minimum readings. The
results were obtained from the mean ± SD of triplicate experiments.

2.3. Thermal Denaturation

Thermal unfolding experiments were performed using CD at 218 nm, as described
previously [37]. The protein concentration was 0.17 mg mL−1 with 1 M GdnHCl in PBS
at an optical path length of 2 mm. Scan rate was 1 ◦C min−1. A nonlinear least-squares
analysis was performed to fit the data to

y =
(bn + an[T]) + (bu + au[T]) exp

[(
∆Hm
RT

)(
T−Tm

Tm

)]
1 + exp

[(
∆Hm
RT

)(
T−Tm

Tm

)] (2)
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where y is the observed CD signal at a given temperature [T], bn is the CD signal for the
native state, bu is the CD signal for the unfolded state, an is the slope of the pre-transition of
the baseline, au is the slope of the post-transition of the baseline, ∆Hm is the enthalpy of
unfolding at the transition midpoint temperature (Tm), and R is the gas constant. Curve
fitting was conducted using SigmaPlot.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Collagen-Binding Activity of Cbm/CBD Domain/Region Exchange Variants

The binding ability of the Cbm/CBD domain/region exchange variants to type I
collagen was examined using ELISA (Figure 2). The binding activity was estimated by
calculating the KD values (Table 2). As a result, the variants with two N-domains and a
linker connecting them, except for N1–N1, showed micromolar-order binding activity. This
is consistent with a previous study in which N1–N2~, N1–N2, and N2–N1~ had collagen-
binding activity, but the linker-deletion variant (N1N2~) and single-domain variants (N1
and N2) had no binding ability (for N1–N1, see below) [38]. These results clearly show that
the arrangement of the two N-domains and the linker connecting them—a ring structure
encasing collagen consisting of N-domain_linker_N-domain—is required for collagen
binding, as previously reported.
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Table 2. KD values for collagen binding of Cbm/CBD and its domain/region exchange variants
measured using ELISA.

Variants KD (µM)

Cbm/CBD (N1–N2~) a 2.8 ± 0.2 a

N1–N2 28 ± 6.5 a

N2–N1~ 27 ± 2.9 a

N2–N1 16 ± 1.1
N1–N1~ 11 ± 2.1
N1–N1 ND
N2–N2~ 6.2 ± 0.6
N2–N2 6.2 ± 1.3

Errors represent the standard deviation (n = 3). a Data from [37].

N2–N2~ and N2–N2 showed similar binding activities (KD = 6.2 µM). The latch in
N2–N2~ cannot form the β-sheet with the N-terminal N2-domain, which does not have a
latch interaction site in the β-sheet. Consequently, the latch cannot bind to the N2-domain
at the N-terminal position, and N2–N2~ exhibited binding activity that was not significantly
different from that of N2–N2. This is similar to the results for N2–N1~ and N2–N1, and
the N2-domain at the N-terminal position and latch had no effect on the binding activity.
In contrast, N1–N1~ was able to bind to collagen, whereas N1–N1 was not. This suggests
that in N1–N1~, the N1-domain at the N-terminal position has a latch interaction site in
the β-sheet; therefore, the latch interacts with the N1-domain at the N-terminal position to
form a β-sheet. In other words, it was newly revealed that the latch was effective because
of the presence of an N1-domain at the N-terminal position.

N2–N2~ and N2–N2 also showed stronger binding activity (KD = 6.2 µM), closer to
that (KD = 2.8 µM) of Cbm/CBD (N1–N2~) than N2–N1~, N1–N2, and N2–N1 (KD = 27, 28
and 16 µM, respectively). These results indicate that the N2-domain contributes to collagen
binding, whether located at the N-terminus or the C-terminus, and that the presence of two
N2-domains further strengthens the binding. This suggests that the specific interaction of
proline residues in collagen with Y175 and F191 in the N2-domain, as inferred from the
structure, may be important [37]. Collagen has a triple-helical structure with glycine and
proline residues repeating every three residues [44–46], and the N2-domain in the CBD
binds and wraps around this collagen triple-helix structure through proline residues [28].
Therefore, it was newly shown that the N2-domain that interacts with collagen can be
present at either the N- or C-terminus, and two N2-domains further enhance the binding
force. In contrast, N1–N1, which lacks the N2-domain, could not bind to collagen. However,
as mentioned above, the presence of the latch and N1-domain at the N-terminus allows for
binding to collagen.

These results indicate that for the CBD to bind to collagen, in addition to the N-
domain_linker_N-domain configuration, it requires the N2-domain that interacts with
collagen (N1–N2, N2–N1~, and N2–N1), or both the N1-domain at the N-terminus and the
latch that interacts with it to form a β-sheet (N1–N1~). The binding activity is enhanced
when N2 and N1 at the N-terminus and latch are combined (N1–N2~) and when there are
two N2-domains (N2–N2 and N2–N2~). On the other hand, the N-terminal N2-domain
does not have a latch-binding site, so even if the latch is present (N2–N2~), it has no effect
on binding. Thus, if we can design a β-sheet-forming site with a latch in the N2-domain
that maintains the collagen-binding site, we may be able to construct a modified CBD with
a higher binding capacity than Cbm/CBD (N1–N2~), N2–N2, and N2–N2~. Furthermore,
these findings strongly support that Cbm/CBD is bound to collagen by the Collagen Hug
model. The N2-domain that interacts with proline residues present abundantly in collagen,
the linker that connects the two N-domains to form a ring structure to encase collagen, and
the latch that forms the β-sheet with the N1-domain to hold collagen firmly in place are
critical for collagen binding.
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In this work, bovine type I collagen was used. The amino acid sequence homology
between bovine and human type I collagen is over 90% [47,48]. However, to better under-
stand the relationship between human diseases and Cbm/CBD, experiments using human
collagen are required, and this is a future challenge.

3.2. Thermal Stability of Cbm/CBD Domain/Region Exchange Variants

To obtain the stability of each domain/region of the CBD, thermal unfoldings of
Cbm/CBD domain/region exchange variants were examined using CD (Figure 3). Pre-
viously, the thermal unfolding curve of Cbm/CBD (N1–N2~) provided a single-step un-
folding with a Tm value of 57.6 ◦C, resulting from predominantly N2-domain denaturation.
Furthermore, the N2-domain was found to be more stable than the N1-domain [37].
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In this study, we first examined the effect of adding a linker and/or latch to one
N-domain on the stability (Table 3). N1– (Tm: 52.4 ◦C) was slightly more stable than N1
(Tm: 50.7 ◦C). Similarly, –N2 (Tm: 55.6 ◦C) and N2~ (Tm: 56.3 ◦C) were also more stable
than N2 (Tm: 54.2 ◦C). Moreover, –N2~ (Tm: 57.6 ◦C) showed higher stability. These results
indicate that the linkers and latches bound to the N-domain contribute to the stabilization
of the N-domain, which is a novel finding. In general, when an amino acid sequence
added to a protein interacts with its protein, the protein is stabilized [49–51]. Thus, the
linkers and latches that bind to the N1– and N2-domains are likely to interact in some
way with the N1– and N2-domains. The interactions described here are different from the
interaction between the latch and the N1-domain in the overall CBD structure due to the
β-sheet formation. On the other hand, adding a latch to an N-domain_linker_N-domain
structure with two N-domains, as in the comparison of N2–N1~ (Tm: 51.9 ◦C) and N2–N1
(Tm: 52.1 ◦C), N1–N1~ (Tm: 49.4 ◦C) and N1–N1 (Tm: 49.5 ◦C), and N2–N2~ (Tm: 51.2 ◦C)
and N2–N2 (Tm: 50.8 ◦C), had little effect on stability. This indicates that even if a few
polypeptide chain residues are added to one domain of a protein with two domains, its
stabilizing effect may not be clearly visible.

Table 3. Tm values of Cbm/CBD and its domain/region exchange variants measured by CD.

Variants Tm (◦C)

Cbm/CBD (N1–N2~) a 57.6 ± 0.1 a

N1 50.7 ± 0.3 a

N1– 52.4 ± 0.4
N2 54.2 ± 0.1 a

–N2~ 57.6 ± 0.1
N2~ 56.3 ± 0.1
–N2 55.6 ± 0.1
N1–N2 55.2 ± 0.1 a

N2–N1~ 51.9 ± 0.1 a

N2–N1 52.1 ± 0.2
N1–N1~ 49.4 ± 0.3
N1–N1 49.5 ± 0.4
N2–N2~ 51.2 ± 0.1
N2–N2 50.8 ± 0.2

Errors represent the ones from a nonlinear least-squares fit using Equation (2). a Data from [37].

Next, we investigated the positional dependence of the N2-domain. For the N-
domain_linker_N-domain structure with the N2-domain at the C-terminus (N1–N2~ and
N1–N2) and the variants with one N2-domain (N2, –N2~, N2~ and –N2), the Tm values
were above 54 ◦C. In contrast, for the N-domain_linker_N-domain structure with the
N2-domain at the N-terminus (N2–N1~, N2–N1, N2–N2~ and N2–N2), the Tm values
were lower. The reason for this may be that the N-domain_linker_N-domain structure is
unstable when an N2-domain is present at the N-terminus, or the addition of the linker
to the N2-domain makes it unstable. Further validation using N2– with an N2_linker is
required to clarify this.

3.3. Characteristics of Cbm/CBD Domain/Region Exchange Variants

The collagen-binding assays and heat denaturation experiments of Cbm/CBD do-
main/region exchange variants revealed the characteristics of each variant. These charac-
teristics of the CBP’s collagen-binding ability in protein engineering applications will now
be discussed. Cbm/CBD (N1–N2~) was superior in both binding and stability. On the other
hand, N1–N2, N2–N1~, N2–N1, and N1–N1~ showed reduced binding activity, but were
still able to bind to collagen. This is useful for weakly binding to collagen and removing
the CBD from collagen as easily as possible. N2–N2~ and N2–N2 with two N2-domains
showed similar binding activity to N1–N2~ but lower stability than N1–N2~. In these cases,
it may be possible to tune the binding capacity using heat.
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4. Conclusions

In the present study, to comprehend the binding mechanism of Cbm/CBD to collagen
and the structural properties of Cbm/CBD, we performed binding assays and stability
measurements of the domain/region exchange variants of the CBD. Binding assays us-
ing domain/region exchange variants indicated that the N-domain_linker_N-domain
arrangement is required for collagen binding, newly suggesting that the presence of an
N1-domain at the N-terminus makes latching effective, and that the N2-domain is par-
ticularly important for collagen binding. Stability experiments newly revealed that the
linker and latch attached to the N-domain contributed to the stabilization of the N-domain,
whereas the N-domain_linker_N-domain structure with two N-domains had no effect. It
was also shown that the presence of the N2-domain at the N-terminus destabilizes the
N-domain_linker_N-domain structure.
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